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O

ut here on this sandy spit
of land where the water
meets the sand, a fierce
snow squall is blowing.
Across these roiling waters
of Lake Champlain, I see the Adirondack
mountains obscured by snowy-curtains
of cloud and diffused winter light. Closer in, the muddy, icy force of Vermont’s
Winooski River rushes past me, streaming into the lake, carrying with it these
mini-icebergs that fetch up on the shore
like remnants of a shipwreck. The whole
scene is loud, as though these crystalline shatterings of atmospheric light were
themselves making a roar. The entire field
is in motion, as though every element
were working in concert with one another to create a mandala of water, cloud,
wave, and light. And yet, one could also
freeze any moment, and that is when I
realize, “Wow, this would make an absolutely incredible photograph. The rivers,
the lake, the snow, the ice, the mountains. This one scene tells such a story,
evokes such a feeling!”

Landscape photography often blows
me away because landscapes in general do similar –– and a good photograph,
one that is well-composed, edited, and
executed, can sometimes become the
next-best-thing to sitting yourself within
a landscape at prime time. Different photographers may have varying reasons
for shooting landscapes, with explanations ranging anywhere from the desire
to inspire (the Romantic), to the urge to
document (the Journalist), or to the need
to spread awareness (the Activist). In this
current era of widespread landscape devastation, we need all three of these types
of photographers working in the world
and I, as an environmental writer, try to
cozy up to these sorts of landscape photographers whenever I can.
Whether I’m trying to convey an effusive
idea about Place, or seeking to document
a specific conservation practice, or looking to amp up the conversation around an
issue, I’ve consistently found that photography can help convey my ideas in a way
that words alone cannot. Over the years I
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have often sought out landscape photographers for such reasons, so it was a joy
and a surprise when, just this last spring,
a local nature-inspired photographer approached me.
And that photographer, of course, was
none other than Mike Sipe, whose work
is featured here and in previous issues of
Light and Landscape. In our first meeting, Mike told me that he’d read an article
I’d recently published in Vermont’s Burlington Free Press, entitled “Thinking like
a Watershed.” With some weariness and
concern, he shared that he too has concerns for water quality here in the Lake
Champlain Basin. With some excitement
and inspiration, he then shared that he’d
like to create a coffee-table book to raise
awareness about these issues. I was all
ears, as I’d been contemplating something similar myself. An hour and a few
cups of coffee later, our current book project “Our Basin of Relations” was born.
Through the subtle, transportive magic of
Mike’s photography, this book will stand
on its own as a marvelous collection of
gorgeous images made throughout the
Lake Champlain Basin. From tumbling
mountain brooks, to meandering lowland
rivers, to the windy broads of the lake’s
ethereal depths, these pictures remind us
of the specialness, and vastness, of this
flowing geography that comprises parts
of Vermont, New York, and Quebec. Simultaneously, several images also reveal what is at stake: Mike has captured
beautiful but eerie scenes of of blue-green
algae blooms, created ragged images of

aging infrastructure, and taken pictures
from within rubble-piles of plastic pollution, just to name a few. And while these
images won’t be directly tied to any captions or information, our intent is for the
breadth, depth, and scope of our situation to be conveyed through these photographs in a way that inspires, documents,
and spreads awareness— the trifecta!
But we will not stop there, as these images will then be complemented by the
twin arts of literature and storytelling. By
including short, engaging stories from a
variety of environmental professionals
and advocates throughout the Basin, it is
our intention to inform our readers about
the pressing problems, and the blooming solutions, that are facing our shared
home. With stories and photos working
in tandem, we hope to intrigue our readers to become more active citizens for
clean water culture and to provoke others
to activate within themselves a feeling of
motivating concern and actionable inspiration. A book of photographs alone may
not do it, nor could a book of words.
So back here today at this wind-swept,
wave-roaring river-mouth, I’m thankful that
I brought along my old Canon s60, if only
for a little play. Switching it to landscapemode, I stabilize it on a battered log of
driftwood, set the timer, and dash off into
the midst of the maelstrom. I’ve always
been keen to not just look at landscapes
as fixed entities, but to immerse myself
within their dynamic and flowing stories––
a motivation that, I suspect, drives many
photographers as it does this writer.
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But we can’t always be out in it. There
is also time for quiet, contemplation, and
for writers and photographers alike, hours
at our desks, editing. We bring home full
memory cards and full journals, our memories and our stories, and we attempt to
makes sense of them, as much for ourselves as for others. In our increasingly
complex modern times, all set within these
exquisitely complete landscapes, I believe
that we are all trying to make sense of our
lives – asking ourselves what it means to
lead a good life, a responsible life, a beautiful life. And just as our full suite of senses
help us experience a place, so too can
words and images assist us in the impor-

tant work of what the eco-poet Gary Snyder calls “coming into the watershed.”
And later, when I’m back at my desk typing up some hail-battered poems from my
journal, I check my camera and find one
decent and hilarious image of my body’s
woolen silhouette, paused in Michael Jordan like flight, soaring above the distant
mountains. It’s a good picture, but I think
someone with more skills could go there
and create something even more potent,
even more grand. So I call up Mike Sipe, and
tell him about this new place I found, where
the river meets the lake meets the land.
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Mike Sipe &
Trevin Stanger

Mike Sipe is a Vermont nature-inspired photographer, author of
“Advocate Planning, To Do What you Love to Do” and SCG – The
Love Priorities blog.

Trevien Stanger is a poet, tree-planter, and educator on the Vermont-side of the Champlain Basin. He publishes his writing in local
newspapers, national literary journals, and on his blog.
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